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Introduction

When Martin Schulz was elected as the leader of the Social Democratic Party (SPD) of

Germany in March 2017, the media and the public were in awe of him. In the first weeks

of the campaign, Schulz helped the battered and beaten SPD regain confidence, mem-

bers, and support in the polls. Initial gains in the polls of over ten percentage points let

the Guardian ask if, after three devastating election defeats, “Germany’s Social Democrats

[have] found a winner in Martin Schulz?” (Connolly 2017). Others even called the nom-

ination of Schulz as the chancellor candidate and party leader “a tectonic shift” and pre-

dicted that “Angela Merkel must prepare for a real fight” (Bartsch et al. 2017). Der Spiegel

described Schulz as radiating confidence and having a hunger for power, while his prede-

cessor Sigmar Gabriel was characterized as a politician who struggles and dithers (Bartsch

et al. 2017). It was a change that BBC classified as “an attempt to improve the party’s

chances” in the upcoming election (”Germany election” 2019). In March 2017, the scene

seemed to be set for an exciting and close election with the party that finally found its

stride and was ready to challenge the chancellor, Angela Merkel.

Alas, the excitement lasted only a few months, and on the election day in September

2017, the SPD suffered further election losses. The party’s crash-landing at the ballot

box led Schulz to resign from his position less than a year after his historic unanimous

appointment. Even a leader as exciting as Schulz was not enough for SPD’s recovery.

For the party this was yet another example of a failed leader with a very short tenure in

office, a pattern that many pundits blame for the SPD’s decline in recent years. Between

Gerhard Schröder’s resignation in 2004 and Sigmar Gabriel’s appointment in 2009, SPD

had four additional leaders, each of whom, on average, lasted only about one and a half

years in office. During that period, the SPD was in free fall. Its seats in the Bundestag

declined from 251 seats (out of 603, 41.6%) in 2002 to 146 seats (out of 622, 23.5%) in 2009.
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At the same time, their official vote total shrunk from almost 18.48m votes (38.5% ) to

9.99m (23%).

Even in the 2021 election in Germany, when the SPD emerged as the largest party in

the parliament, the SPD received only 11.95m (25.7%) votes. This is significantly less than

the over 20m votes they received the last time they were the strongest party, the 1998

election in which Gerhard Schröder became chancellor.1 Does the electoral diminishment

of the SPD during the 2000s and 2010s teach us an important lesson about the significance

of party leaders and leader turnover for party performance? Do quick leader turnovers

and downturns in electoral performance go hand in hand? Do parties perform better with

stable leadership? Or, is there a social democratic exception (or even an SPD exception)

at work? Have party leaders and leadership churns contributed to the decline of social

democratic parties we witness across Europe?

In this paper, we use a novel dataset that covers ten advanced democracies between

the early 1990s and 2019 to test whether the decline of social democratic parties can be

attributed to party leadership changes and especially to the frequency of party leadership

changes by answering three questions:

1. What determines the duration of leadership tenure across different party families,

2. Is party leader tenure shorter in social democratic parties, and

3. How does leader turnover (and especially the frequency of leadership turnover)

affect party performance both in the short-term (for opinion polls) and in the long-

term (for election results)?

Our findings suggest interesting patterns. First, analyzing the duration of party lead-

ers in office, we see that electoral performance indicators as well as the procedures and

1The SPD won the plurality of the votes and the seats in the 2021 federal election but nevertheless

had an underwhelming performance despite the fact that the CDU’s chancellor candidate had less than

enthusiastic evaluations and the SPD’s chancellor candidate was able to cast himself as Merkel’s successor.
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results of leader selection have significant effects on party leader duration with some vari-

ation across different regions/electoral systems. However, these variables do not vary in

their effect on leader duration across party families. Given these results and the preva-

lence of some of these features for social democratic parties, we then check whether social

democratic parties have different leadership turnover rates compared to other party fam-

ilies. The data suggest no, with an important exception for the German SPD. Finally, we

analyze the short-term and long-term performance effects of leadership changes and see

that while leadership changes and the frequency of leadership changes have some mi-

nor impact on polling results, they do not influence election results. These results are

consistent across party families and do not suggest a social democratic exceptionalism,

although social democratic parties appear to be awarded more in the short-term if they

change their leaders while in opposition.

Below, we first elaborate on our theoretical expectations for the three research ques-

tions we listed above. We then describe the novel data that is the foundation of our

analysis in more detail, show the results for the duration models testing the factors that

explain leader tenure, and discuss the SPD as an extreme case with frequent leadership

changes (Seawright and Gerring 2008). Afterwards we turn to the analyses of leadership

changes’ performance consequences. We conclude this chapter by discussing these results

and potential theoretical expectations we derive for future work.

Theoretical Expectations

Leaders are increasingly crucial for political parties, even in parliamentary systems. Over

the past few decades, scholars have noted that politics has become more candidate-centric

(Wattenberg 2013) and “presidentialized” (Poguntke and Webb 2005). As mass parties

decline in numbers and party membership numbers continue to decrease across Europe,

leaders have acquired more power and influence: they are now identified as the central
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actors in running parties’ election campaigns and attracting voters to their parties (Scar-

row, Webb and Farrell 2000).2

A growing literature also shows how leaders, their campaigns, personal characteris-

tics, and traits affect vote choice (Butler and Stoke 1974; LeDuc 2001; McAllister 2007;

Aarts, Blais and Schmitt 2013; Bittner 2011). Given the heightened importance of leaders

in electoral politics, political parties should be more careful in selecting the best leader

and not shy away from replacing them when necessary. But do we see any evidence for

these expectations? Do parties replace their leaders when needed? What explains party

leadership change? And, are parties successful in boosting their performance following

a leadership change? Most important for this chapter, what explains social democratic

party leaders’ duration in office, and how do leadership changes affect social democratic

party performance?

Understanding Leader Duration in Office

If leadership replacements are strategic affairs and parties are more likely to replace their

leaders when voters demand change, then we should see that parties change their leaders

following an election defeat, government loss, or as a consequence of poor polling perfor-

mance. Andrews and Jackman (2008) and Ennser-Jedenastik and Müller (2015), focusing

on Westminster systems and Austria, respectively, have shown that electoral performance

is the most crucial factor affecting leader duration in office. Expanding the sample to

other advanced democracies, we argue that parties that lose votes in the recent elections

are more likely to replace their leaders. Another retrospective performance indicator for

political parties is losing/winning governing status. Following the findings in the litera-

2The SPD’s Sigmar Gabriel is in fact described by Jun and Jakobs (2021) as a representative case of

these party leaders that take more extensive control over their party as well as its public representation and

perception. His grip over the SPD was so tight that journalists called him a “part-time autocrat” (Kister

(2018) as cited in Jun and Jakobs (2021).
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ture, we expect a leader who cost a party its government participation to be more likely

to be replaced (Bille 1997; Ennser-Jedenastik and Schumacher 2015). Finally, recent polls

inform political parties more immediately than past election results about their expected

electoral performance. We expect that, as parties rack up continuous losses in public sup-

port and as expected losses on election day become more likely, leaders are more likely

to resign or be replaced. This latter argument about the opinion poll effects has not been

tested in the literature. Still, given the increasing importance of opinion polls for party

strategies (Jennings and Wlezien 2016), we believe that polls should affect leader duration

in office.

In addition to electoral performance and government status, another performance in-

dicator is about how leaders get elected to the party’s top office. We argue that leaders

should last longer in office if they were elected with unanimous support or by acclama-

tion given the wide support they have. Less than unanimous support suggests less en-

thusiasm about the leader, which should reduce their time in office. Regarding the effects

of the leader selection method, we argue that membership inclusion for selection should

help leaders last longer in office, given that these elections result in higher legitimacy and

competence evaluations for the newly elected leader (Cozza and Somer-Topcu 2021).

The more crucial empirical question we like to answer about leader tenure, however, is

whether social democrats are more likely to replace their leaders when needed. This is an

important question because a party likely suffers further in polls and elections if it is not

responsive to voter demands. Given the importance of party leaders across Europe, one

such responsiveness indicator would be replacing the party leader when performance

is low. Have social democrats replaced their leaders when they were asked to? How

do different parties react to the performance variables discussed above in their decisions

to strategically replace their leaders, and do the same variables affect social democratic

leaders’ durations in office?
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The Effects of Leader Changes on Party Performance

Above, we have argued that leadership changes are strategic affairs, and when done right

and at the right time, parties would be seen being responsive to changing voter demands.

This suggests that leadership changes should help parties electorally. Hence, our first

performance hypothesis is that parties polling and electoral performance should improve

when they change their leader. There is further evidence in the literature that suggests

that leadership changes are beneficial for party performance. A new leader is more likely

to attract airtime and newspaper coverage to advocate her leadership and party poli-

cies. As the media coverage about the new leader and the party increases, we expect

voters to get more exposure to the party and learn more about its policies (Pedersen and

Schumacher 2015). Somer-Topcu (2017) and Fernandez-Vazquez and Somer-Topcu (2019)

show that voters develop more accurate perceptions of party policy positions and agree

more on party positions following a recent leadership change. As a result, one may expect

a leadership change to bring new dynamism and attention to the party and is more likely

to positively influence a party’s electoral performance.

Yet, despite all the intended positive effects of leadership changes, any change is

a destabilizing event for party organizations. Leadership changes are especially risky

(Harmel et al. 1995), particularly if they are frequent. Frequent leadership changes are

likely to destabilize party organizations, as they are occasions “to rethink the commit-

ment to the present agenda, to reflect on roads not taken in the past, and to review future

choices” (Gilmore 1988, p. 14). Grusky (1960), writing in the management literature, ar-

gues that leader successions in businesses are disruptive. With leadership changes the

relationships among organization members change, traditional practices are overhauled,

and new policies are introduced. Similar studies of the English soccer leagues (Audas,

Dobson and Goddard 1997, 2002) and the National Hockey League (Rowe et al. 2005)

show that within-season coach or general manager changes often result in declined team

performance. Add to that the public perception of frequent leadership changes, the party
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that replaces its leaders often over short periods of time is likely seen as unsuccessful, dis-

organized, and divided, all of which have negative consequences for party performance

(Greene and Haber 2015). Hence, we hypothesize that frequent leadership changes harm

parties’ polling and electoral performance.

Only a handful of studies examined how party leadership changes affect party per-

formance, and no work to our knowledge focused on the effects of the frequency of lead-

ership changes on performance. Pedersen and Schumacher (2015) was the first compar-

ative work on the question of how leader changes (but not the frequency) affect perfor-

mance. Using data from four European countries, they showed that leadership changes

have minor positive effects on short-term polling rates and no long-term effects on elec-

tion outcomes. They also present empirical evidence that the short-term polling effects

are stronger for those parties with a contested leadership election and those that allow

members to vote for party leadership. Cozza and Somer-Topcu (2021) expanded on these

results in a recent paper using data from 11 countries. They confirm that inclusive selec-

torates have positive effects on short-term party performance but no long-term electoral

effects. Using a survey experiment from Australia, they then unpack the mechanisms be-

hind these short-term positive effects and present evidence that leaders that get elected by

party membership have higher legitimacy and are evaluated as more competent. Follow-

ing this work, below, we test both the short-term polling and long-term electoral effects of

leadership changes and also examine, for the first time, how frequency of changes affect

parties.

Similar to the duration analyses, what we are especially interested in in this chapter

is exploring whether leadership changes and particularly frequent leadership changes

affect social democratic parties’ performance. Hence, below we first test our models for

all parties and then test how social democrats benefit from or hurt because of leadership

changes.
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Party Leaders Data and Research Design

Our examination of party leader changes builds on a novel dataset we collected using

Keesing’s World Archives, secondary literature, and online newspaper archives and cap-

tures information about leadership changes in 40 political parties across ten advanced

parliamentary democracies between the early 1990s and 2019. The countries in the dataset

include Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand,

Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, which ensures that the analysis is built on a

sufficient number of political parties from Westminster as well as European PR systems.3

All political parties that received at least 5 percent of the vote in two consecutive

elections between the first election in the 1990s and 2019 and those that did not have

shared/dual leadership were coded. The five percent threshold limits the parties to those

we consider electorally relevant. A clear definition of who is a political party leader is

not straightforward and depends on the time, country, and even the political party under

study. The decision on who we coded as the leader of each party was taken based on an

extensive reading of the literature and in consultation with country experts.

Comparing the number of leadership replacements of social democratic parties and

their main rivals for the chancellor/PM position, Christian Democratic and Conservative

parties, we see in Figure 1 that there is little difference in the general trajectory of leader-

ship changes in most countries. While the timing of replacement differs from country to

country and from party to party, most social democratic parties are within two cumula-

tive leadership changes of their primary opponents by 2020. Except for Australia, where

Labour at some point trailed by three cumulative leadership changes before they caught

up and started to move in lockstep, this also holds more generally for the entire time

3The resource limitation in data collection limited our focus to these nine countries but given electoral

and party system differences among our cases, we believe that they are representative of other cases and

our results would hence generalize to other advanced parliamentary democracies.
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since 1979. Most social democratic parties and their main rivals move somewhat in tan-

dem when it comes to replacing their leaders—except for the German Social Democrats.

As we detail below, the SPD had nine leadership changes more than their main ri-

val, the CDU and only the Australian parties come even close to – but still trail – the total

number of changes the SPD had. Truly remarkable for the SPD is the difference compared

to its main rival. The CDU’s three leadership changes in about thirty years (between 1990

and 2019) make for quite a different trajectory than the SPD’s twelve during the same

period. There are other political parties in the data set that show diverging patterns in

leader replacement compared to their main competitors. For instance, the Norwegian

Conservative Party has consistently had three more cumulative leader changes than the

Norwegian Labour and Christian Democratic parties. But no other party has more lead-

ership changes and is different from its main competitor than the German SPD.

More generally, the pattern for social democratic and other parties appears to be that

the leaders tend to stay in office during times of incumbency, at least the frequency of

changes goes down, but that leaders are more readily replaced when the party is not hold-

ing the office of, for example, chancellor/prime minister. As shown in Figure 1, losing

control over the government is usually associated with an immediate leader replacement.
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Figure 1: Leader Changes in Social Democratic and Conservative/Christian Democratic
parties

Note: Figure shows the number of leadership changes in Social Democratic (red) and Conservative or Chris-
tian Democratic (black) parties since 1979. Shaded area indicates years in which Social Democratic parties
held the office of the chancellor/ prime minister. Interim leaders are not included in the calculation of the
totals. Canada’s Conservative party experienced a merger in 2003.

Now that we have seen that SPD has been an exception, we would like to discuss the

party in more detail. We started this chapter with the Icarian example of Martin Schulz.

Initially celebrated as the savior of the SPD, he flew to new heights in the polls, only to

have all the gains in public support melt away just before the election day. The party’s

downward tumble also spelled the end for Schulz’s time in office as the SPD leader,

adding him to the long list of short-lived post-war leaders of the party. The frequent

leadership turnover is not something that has been gone unnoticed in public. “One num-

ber sums up the misery of the SPD, sums up its crash: 12. That’s how many former
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leaders the party has.” This is how the online platform of the largest local newspaper in

North-Rhine Westphalia, historically a stronghold of the SPD, commented on the resig-

nation of then-party leader Andrea Nahles in 2019 after being in office for only 407 days

(”SPD versinkt im Chaos” 2019). Shortly before Nahles’ resignation, her deputy-leader

Malu Dreyer explicitly warned the party against forcing Nahles out of office: “If we have

one lesson behind us, it is that permanent changes in the leadership do not get us any

further” (Greive and Stratmann 2018). This call from within the SPD to end leadership

fights, unite the party, and focus on substantive discussions was not new. It was issued

only 406 days earlier when Nahles initially took office. Manuela Schwesig, deputy leader

and head of the SPD-led government in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, called on the party

to unite and “to get these days of chaos behind us” (”SPD-Vorsitz” 2018).

These calls for unity, continuity, and stability come with reasons. The SPD itself iden-

tified frequent changes in its leadership (leader, general secretary, and deputy leaders) as

a key weakness in its appeal to voters and its ability to organize effective electoral cam-

paigns (Faus et al. 2017). This sentiment has been echoed in basically every statement of

leading SPD politicians when an old leader throws in the towel and a new one steps up.

When Martin Schulz resigned, Ralf Stegner, deputy leader of the SPD, called for the end of

debates about party office: “Each of us is well advised to put the interests of the party and

the country above our ambitions.” Thorsten Schäfer-Gümbel, deputy leader of the SPD,

said that it is a top priority of the party to re-establish its ability to act and demanded that

the “unsorted nature at the federal level” must be remedied (”Widerstand gegen Nahles”

2018). Michael Müller, heading the government of the SPD in Berlin, put it more bluntly

and called for the party to stop appointing leaders on an annual basis (”Widerstand gegen

Nahles” 2018).

The data in Table 1 show that the SPD indeed is a party of many leadership changes.

Since 1945 the SPD has had 16 leaders and six acting leaders. To make matters worse,

while the initial leadership tenure was long (the first three leaders were in power for over
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6, 11, and 23 years respectively), leaders have been replaced in rather a rapid succession

afterwards. Since Willy Brandt’s resignation in 1987, only two leaders remained in office

for more than five years, while two leaders didn’t even last an entire year. The average

tenure of an SPD leader following Brandt has been slightly above 2.5 years, resulting in,

on average, two new leaders per electoral cycle.

The replacement of leaders has happened for several reasons and mostly not with

the strategic goal of maximizing electoral support in the short- or long term. A series

of changes were unrelated to the performance of the political party. Some of the resigna-

tions happened because the leader was in conflict with other key party personnel over the

party’s direction or office allocation. Oskar Lafontaine left the party leadership in 1999

following a power conflict with then-chancellor Gerhard Schröder. Kurt Beck resigned

claiming that he had been wronged in a power struggle with Sigmar Gabriel and Frank-

Walter Steinmeier. Franz Müntefering’s first stint as SPD leader was cut short when he

failed to place an ally as secretary-general. Sigmar Gabriel resigned leading up to an

election because the SPD chancellor candidate Martin Schulz wanted to unite the chan-

cellorship candidacy and party leadership. Matthias Platzeck resigned due to illness after

just five months in office.
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Table 1: Noninterim leaders of the SPD and their tenure since 1970

Name Appointment Resignation Duration
1 Kurt Schumacher 1946-05-11 1952-08-20 6 years 103 days
2 Erich Ollenhauer 1952-09-27 1963-12-14 11 years 80 days
3 Willy Brandt 1964-02-15 1987-06-14 23 years 125 days
4 Hans-Jochen Vogel 1987-06-14 1991-05-29 3 years 350 days
5 Björn Engholm 1991-05-29 1993-05-05 1 year 342 days
6 Rudolf Scharping 1993-06-25 1995-11-16 2 years 144 days
7 Oskar Lafontaine 1995-11-16 1999-03-12 3 years 117 days
8 Gerhard Schröder 1999-04-12 2004-02-06 4 years 301 days
9 Franz Müntefering 2004-03-21 2005-10-31 1 year 224 days
10 Matthias Platzeck 2005-11-15 2006-04-10 146 days
11 Kurt Beck 2006-05-14 2008-09-07 2 years 117 days
12 Franz Müntefering 2008-10-18 2009-11-13 1 year 26 days
13 Sigmar Gabriel 2009-11-13 2017-03-19 7 years 128 days
14 Martin Schulz 2017-03-19 2018-02-13 331 days
15 Andrea Nahles 2018-04-22 2019-06-03 1 year 42 days

16 Saskia Esken
Norbert Walter-Borjans 2019-12-06 current

Note: This table omits the five interim leaders who were in office for periods ranging from 51 to 186 days
between 1993 and 2019. Included in the analysis are only leaders that started their tenure before the 1990s
hence SPD leaders before Björn Engholm are excluded. The tenure of Esken and Walter-Borjans is outside
of the temporal scope of our analysis. However, since the SPD currently has a dual leadership it would not
be coded in our data anyways.

Another set of leader resignations were performance-related, focusing on lost elec-

tions on the federal or state level (or the expectation of those losses). Gerhard Schröder

resigned due to internal party criticism about the direction of the political agenda and

poor polling performance leading into a year with fourteen local, state, and federal elec-

tions (”Schröder” 2004). Müntefering’s second resignation and the resignations of Nahles

and Schulz were related to poor electoral performance in recent state, federal, or Euro-

pean elections. However, the immediate polling performance of the party appears to

have rarely played a role in the resignations. The SPD explicitly states that. Maximilian

Janetzki, SPD member and co-author of a thorough internal report analyzing the election

failures of the SPD in 2017, commented on the expectations that the party has in Andrea
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Nahles: “I think [she] knows that what counts isn’t the polls taken between elections but

she has to make sure that the SPD also shows what it can do during this government. It’s

in her own interest to take back control over the discussion” (Chase 2018).

Conversely, while the immediate polling performance appears not to be central for

the resignation, the new appointments also do not have performance effects. The SPD’s

attempt to have a party-wide election of their next leader did not affect the party’s perfor-

mance (Pergande 2019). The appointment of a new leader, even if done in a very public

and with a (what is designed to appear like) highly democratic and participatory selec-

tion procedure, does also not necessarily yield immediate electoral gains. Is it maybe the

frequency of these leader changes that limit the positive effects of these leader changes?

And, are there any systematic factors that affect the leaders’ time in office? We now turn

to the cross-national analyses of leader duration and their consequences for party perfor-

mance.

Leadership Duration Analyses

As we descriptively showed in the previous section, apart from the German SPD, the

various parties and party families in our sample appear more similar than different when

it comes to party leader replacement. But what we do not know is whether political

parties change their leaders when they need to, i.e., when their performance is low and

when they are expected to be responsive to public preferences. Also, are social democrats

more or less responsive to public demands compared to other party families?

The dependent variable to answer these questions and run the duration models is the

time (in months) a leader is in office. We measure a leader’s tenure from the month of her

official appointment to the month of her resignation announcement. We use Cox duration

models with a robust variance estimator to examine the factors that determine leader
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durations.4 Proper selection of the underlying hazard rate is still debated in the literature

(Warwick 1992; Alt and King 1994). We use the Cox proportional hazard model because it

does not require a specification of an underlying hazard rate shape, as parametric models

do. We censor all months for the leaders that are still in the office as of the end of 2019,

all leaders who were appointed before the start of our data period (the first leadership

appointment in the 1990s), and the two leaders in our data who died in office (John Smith

of the UK Labour Party and Jack Layton of the Canadian New Democracy).

Following our theoretical discussions above, we first include several performance in-

dicators in our models. We operationalize electoral performance as the change in par-

ties’ electoral performance between the two most recent elections (∆Vote Share). The

election results data come from the ParlGov dataset (Döring and Manow 2019). To as-

sess the effects of polling on leader duration in office, we calculated the cumulative

changes in the polling performance of a political party over the previous six-month pe-

riod (∆Polling6Months,cum.). The monthly polling results data for this calculation come

from Jennings and Wlezien (2016) and updated using polling data from each of our coun-

tries. We focus on the cumulative performance change over six months because we expect

that monthly opinion poll changes do not immediately make or break a leader’s chances

of survival. Their time in office is more closely tied to the long-term development of

the party’s expected electoral performance under their rule. Third, we include a dummy

variable at the party level that is coded 1 if the leader lost the governing party status (Lost

Government). The variable is coded 1 starting in the month when the leader’s party is

no longer in government and stays 1 until the following leadership change or until the

party joins the government again with the same leader. If the leader’s party was never

in government during that leader’s tenure, the variable is coded 0 for all the months for

4Duration modeling provides clear benefits over OLS regression and logit analysis. For discussions of

these benefits, interested readers can refer to Zorn (2005) and Box-Steffensmeier and Jones (1997).
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that leader. We used the ParlGov data (Döring and Manow 2019) to code the government

status.5

Fourth, to test how leadership elections affect leader duration, we add two variables:

whether the vote for the party leader was unanimous or whether the appointment was

made by acclamation (as opposed to a divided or competitive election) (Unanimous Acclamation),

and whether party members elected the leader as opposed to any other selectorate (such

as delegates, parliamentary members of the party, party elite) (Member Vote). Finally, we

also control for leader age (Age) in the models because we expect older leaders to be more

likely to be replaced (Andrews and Jackman 2008; Cross and Blais 2012) given that they

are closer to retirement and often parties go after young blood to energize the party base.

We note that the incumbent leaders do not necessarily resign in the same month of the

new leader appointment. For about half of the leader changes in our data, the resignation

was announced before the month of the new leader’s appointment. This is because it

either takes time for the party to elect a new leader or because the old leader announces

resignation but stays in office until the next party conference or until the end of their term,

according to the party statute.

Therefore, it is crucial that we use the old leader’s resignation date and not the new

leader’s appointment date to mark the end of a leader’s tenure. As part of our coding

procedure, we not only coded when the new leader was appointed (the information used

in the performance analyses below) but also coded the announcement date of the resig-

nation and used this date as the end of a leader’s term. This is an important contribution

to the literature as the existing literature mainly uses the appointment date in estimat-

ing leaders’ duration in office (see, e.g., Andrews and Jackman 2008), which potentially

conflates the effects of leader resignation and leader appointment.

5Parties in the government or those that hold the prime minister position rarely change their leaders

while in office, and hence we cannot include the in-government or PM variables into the models.
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Column 1 in Table 2 presents the Cox proportional hazard model coefficients where

the coefficients of this model represent the risk of experiencing a leadership replacement

event. Hence, a negative coefficient would indicate a decrease in the risk of a leader re-

placement, while a positive coefficient would mean that the covariate is associated with

a higher risk of a leader replacement. We see that three of our variables have statistically

significant effects on leader duration. Parties are more likely to replace older leaders,

leaders who lose votes in elections, and those who have lost government participation.

Columns 2 and 3 show the results separately for the European PR systems of Denmark,

Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden in column 2 and the Westminster sys-

tems of Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, and the UK in column 3. So (2018)

shows that different institutional features related to opposition party influence in policy-

making differently affect opposition party leaders’ duration across the Westminster sys-

tems and other advanced democracies. In addition, the argument that politics is more

personalized with party leaders and individual candidates holding more personal po-

litical power in elections applies more strongly to the Westminster systems with their

plurality/non-PR electoral systems (Poguntke and Webb 2005). Finally, there are some

critical, descriptive differences across these two regions for some of our independent

variables. As widely known, coalition governments are more common in the European

PR systems compared to the more frequent single-party governments in the Westmin-

ster systems. Hence, losing the government status likely has stronger negative effects on

political parties in the Westminster systems than those of the European PR systems. In

comparison, electoral losses or polling results should have more considerable effects on

the European PR system leaders. Another difference concerns the method of the lead-

ership election. While 11 of the 14 Westminster system political parties in our dataset

have adopted either membership vote or some form of electoral college method with

party members having some say in the final leadership election, only seven of the 26 par-

ties from the European PR systems have given the right to elect the leader to their party
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members (two out of six parties in Denmark, one out of three parties in Germany, four out

of five parties in the Netherlands, and zero parties in Norway and Sweden). Given this

difference, we expect membership elections to have larger effects (either in the positive

or negative direction) in the Westminster systems compared to the European PR systems.

To sum up, it is more appropriate to test the duration models separately for European PR

and Westminster systems.

The results from Columns 2 and 3 show that while vote losses and age still matter

for leader replacement in the European PR systems, government loss does not matter for

leader duration. Instead, the change in polling performance matters in this region. Lead-

ers performing worse in opinion polls are being removed by their parties. However, in

the Westminster systems, instead of changes in polling performance or electoral losses,

the loss of government matters, as we expected. In addition, we see that those leaders

who got elected by the party membership and those with unanimous support or accla-

mation are more likely to last longer in the office in the Westminster systems. The former

result supports Cozza and Somer-Topcu (2021) findings that membership elections likely

increase legitimacy and competence evaluations for the elected leaders. Higher age is a

significant contributor to the leader replacement risk across both regions.
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Table 2: Explaining leader durations across regions

All Countries European PR Westminster
∆Vote Share −0.108∗∗ −0.200∗∗ 0.029

(0.041) (0.065) (0.050)
∆Polling6Months,cum. −0.035 −0.111∗ −0.003

(0.025) (0.059) (0.046)
Lost Government 1.234∗∗ 0.333 3.933∗∗

(0.432) (0.538) (0.837)
Leader Age 0.132∗∗ 0.135∗∗ 0.218∗∗

(0.022) (0.040) (0.059)
Member Vote −0.205 −0.139 −1.941∗∗

(0.356) (0.499) (0.559)
Unanimous/Acclam. −0.145 0.278 −3.438∗∗

(0.399) (0.477) (1.505)
Log-likelihood −131.054 −63.623 −29.086
Num. obs. 4375 3045 1330

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1.

These results explain the determinants of leader replacement. However, the more im-

portant question we are interested in is whether social democratic parties have different

reasons to replace their leaders. We tested this question by running the duration model

for all countries in Table 2 while interacting each variable with a dummy variable for

social democratic parties.6 Table 3 summarizes the results for the conditional effects of

social democratic parties.

6Because most of our variables did not have sufficient variation for the social democratic versus other

party families when we differentiated European and Westminster systems, we could not run robust separate

models for the two sets of countries. However, the limited analyses suggest that the results for all countries

from Table 3 generalize to both regions and that social democrats do not react differently to the model

variables in any regions. We also ran our models by dropping the German Social Democrats due to their

exceptionally high number of leadership changes and our results stay robust.
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Table 3: Different Effects for Social Democrats and other party families?

All countries
Social Democrats −0.238

(2.377)
∆Vote Share −0.119∗∗

(0.049)
∆Vote Share*SocDem 0.030

(0.081)
∆Polling6Months,cum. −0.035

(0.027)
∆Polling6Months,cum.*Soc Dem 0.0158

(0.044)
Lost Government 1.737∗∗∗

(0.492)
Lost Gov.*Soc Dem −0.971

(0.979)
Leader Age 0.159∗∗∗

(0.035)
Leader Age*Soc Dem 0.002

(0.045)
Member Vote −0.401

(0.578)
Member Vote*Soc Dem 0.314

(0.701)
Unanimous/Acclam. −0.263

(0.515)
Unanimous/Acclam.*Soc Dem 0.486

(0.729)
Observations 4375

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. Cox regression, Breslow method for ties.; * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05.

Overall, we see that none of the interaction variables are statistically significant. The

lack of statistically significant results from Table 3 suggests that the same variables affect

the tenures of both social democratic and other party families’ leaders and that social

democrats are not more or less likely to respond to performance indicators as they decide

when they should replace their leaders. To sum up the findings from this section, we

see that different variables explain leader durations across two regions. However, pretty
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much the same variables explain leader durations across different party families. Are

there any differences in how leadership changes affect party performances? This is the

question we turn to now.

What are the consequences of (frequent) leadership changes?

Following the existing research on performance outcomes of leadership changes (Peder-

sen and Schumacher 2015; Cozza and Somer-Topcu 2021), we test both the short-term

polling and long-term electoral effects of leadership changes and frequent leadership

changes. The polling data come from Jennings and Wlezien (2016) and are updated

to 2019 using polling data from each of our countries. We use the monthly-aggregated

polling results and calculate our dependent variable as the change in the monthly polling

performance of the party between the current month and two months later (∆Poll). We

use the two-month difference in calculating our dependent variable because we believe

that leadership changes and other important events likely impact opinion polls with a

short lag. In addition, given that opinion polls are not necessarily done based on calen-

dar months, using two-month lags ensures that the field dates of polls do not overlap. We

also replicated our results using the monthly polling difference as the dependent variable.

The results are weaker (as expected) but in the same direction.

We have three main independent variables in the short-term effects models. First is

a dummy variable, coded 1 if a new leader took office that month (Leader Appointment).

There are 127 months in which there was a leadership appointment and 8,749 months

without a leadership appointment in our data. Given previous work, we expect a positive

coefficient for this dummy variable, indicating that political parties gain in the polls from

a new leader’s appointment (Pedersen and Schumacher 2015).

The second and third variables are measures of the frequency of leadership changes.

The second independent variable is a short-term measure of turnover frequency. It codes
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the cumulative number of leadership changes between the last election up until the cur-

rent month (In Between Elections Changes). The variable ranges from 0 to 3. There were

5,712 months before which there was no leadership change since the last election, 2,805

months before which there was one leader change, 334 months with two, and 25 cases

with three leadership changes since the previous election. 11 of these 25 months were

coded for the German Social Democrats between November 2008 and September 2009.

The others come from Canada and Australia (and are not social democratic parties).

The third independent variable measures long-term turnover frequency. It codes the

number of cumulative leadership changes for the last ten years for each month in our

dataset (10 Year Changes). The variable ranges from 0 (for 527 months in the data) to 8

(for 59 months). Nine of these cases with eight leader changes in 10 years were coded for

the German Social Democrats between July 2013 and March 2014, and 15 of them were

coded for the New Zealand Labour Party between August 2017 and October 2018. The

rest were from other party families. We expect negative performance effects for both of

these frequency variables.

We also control for the lagged change in polling performance (change in polling re-

sults between months m-1 and m), ∆Pollm−1 as well as the change in polling outcomes

between months m-2 and m-1, ∆Pollm−2, the difference in the party’s electoral perfor-

mance (between elections t-1 and t), ∆Vote; a dummy variable for whether the party was

in government in that month (Government); a dummy variable for whether the leader

was elected by party members (Member Vote), and a dummy variable for whether the

leader was elected with unanimous support or by acclamation (Unanimous/Acclamation).

We expect parties that lost in the recent elections (compared to the previous elections) to

recover more in the polls but lose if they are in government. We add the lagged polling

changes to control for serial correlation in the polling data. Following (Pedersen and

Schumacher 2015) and (Cozza and Somer-Topcu 2021), we expect the inclusive leader se-
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lection method to affect party performance positively. Finally, we also expect unanimous

elections for party leaders to increase party performance by showcasing party unity.

Figure 2 shows the short-term effects of party leadership changes and the frequency of

party leadership changes for all parties and separately for (1) all countries, (2) European

PR systems, and (3)Westminster systems. Once we control for the frequency of leadership

changes, the leadership change dummy variable does not affect polling results. Regard-

ing the frequency of changes, between-elections-changes negatively affect opinion polls

in the European PR systems, but the ten-year cumulative number of changes does not

affect performance. None of the frequency variables are statistically significant in the

Westminster systems.

Figure 2: The Polling Effects of Leadership Changes and the Frequency of Leadership
Changes

Note: Figure shows coefficients and robust standard errors (with 90% confidence interval) of models testing
the effect of leader replacement on short-term performance for three different samples. Models are fully
specified but the additional coefficients are not presented for space-saving purposes.

How are these results different for social democratic parties? Once again, we tested

this question by running our main models from Figure 2 by including the interaction vari-

ables between the key variables and the social democratic dummy variable. Similar to the
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duration models, given the lack of variation in different regions, we tested the results only

for all countries together. The results show that the leadership change dummy variable

does not have a statistically significant interaction effect with the social democratic party

variable. That is, social democratic parties and other parties’ short-term polling perfor-

mance do not differ statistically following a leadership change. The two frequency of

changes variables, on the other hand, have statistically significant interaction effects. Fig-

ure 3 shows the marginal effects of these two frequency of leadership changes variables

for social democrats and other party families. We see that the frequency of leadership

changes negatively affect social democratic parties’ short-term polling performance, with

stronger effect for the frequency of more recent leadership changes. Other parties, on

the other hand, increase their performance if they change their leaders frequently (the ef-

fect is statistically significant only for the 10-year cumulative change variable). However,

while the differences are statistically significant, we note that the effects are quite small.

Three leadership changes since the last election would cost the party less than 1% in the

immediate polls (and as can be seen below, have no electoral effects). Similarly, it appears

as if other parties gain from changing their leaders frequently, especially in the second

graph using the 10-year cumulative leadership changes. However, the coefficient for the

10-year cumulative changes variable is only 0.08, suggesting that even if a party from

a different party family had eight leadership changes in the last 10 years, which is the

maximum value for this variable in our dataset, they would gain about 0.6% in the polls

(and, again, no electoral effects as we show below). Hence, while we find statistically

significant differences across party families, the results are not substantively meaningful.
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Figure 3: Polling effects of leader changes across party families

Note: Figure shows the statistically significant interaction effect of the social democratic party dummy with
variables counting the number of leadership changes. The left panel shows the effect of leadership changes
within an electoral period. The right panel shows the effect of a ten year cumulative count of leadership
changes. Models are fully specified, standard errors are clustered, and 90% confidence intervals are used.

To examine the long-term electoral effects of leadership changes, we use the election

results in the parliamentary elections following a leadership change, coded using the Parl-

Gov data (Döring and Manow 2019). We are, once again, interested in how the party’s

performance changes after the leadership change. However, the often-used change in

vote share variable – measuring the change in electoral performance as the difference be-

tween the current election result (t) and the result in the previous election (t-1) – would

not be appropriate to test the electoral effect of a leadership change in the inter-election

period. This is because a decline in vote share compared to the previous election may

mean either that the new leader hurt the party’s electoral performance or that the posi-

tive impact of the leadership change was simply not (yet) enough to offset earlier losses
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in public support during the inter-election period. Given that we cannot answer which

of these scenarios reflects the reality with an electoral performance change variable mea-

sured, we use a new measure to test the electoral effects and focus only on those elections

before which there was a leadership change.7

The dependent variable in these models is the difference between the current vote

share of the party in the parliamentary election at time t and the monthly polling result of

the party (i.e., the party’s expected vote share) in the month before the leadership change.

Using this dependent variable, we can tell whether the leadership change affected the

party’s electoral performance by comparing the polling results for the party right before

the leadership change to the election outcome following the leadership change.

Our independent variables are (1) the number of leadership changes that happened

between the last election and the current election (In Between Elections Changes), and (2)

the number of leadership changes for the last 10 years before the current election (10

Year Changes). Because we only focus on cases where there was a leadership change in

these analyses, we cannot include the leadership change dummy or its interaction with

the social democratic dummy. Similar to the polling results models, we control for sev-

eral factors. Namely, we have the previous change in the party’s electoral performance

(between elections t-2 and t-1), ∆Votet−1; a dummy variable for whether the party was

ever in government in the inter-election period between elections t-1 and t (Government);

a dummy variable for whether the leader was elected by party members (Member Vote),

and a dummy variable for whether the leader was elected with unanimous support or

by acclamation (Unanimous/Acclamation). We also control for two additional variables in

these models. First, we consider the number of months a new leader has been in office

and count the months between the leadership change and election day (Time In Office).

7An alternative way of overcoming this potential endogeneity problem would be the instrumental vari-

able approach, where a variable that affects leadership changes but not directly party performance is used

as an instrument. We leave this potential interesting application to future research.
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We expect that, as the time passes, the potential positive effects of a leadership change

might weaken and disappear, since the new leader uses her novelty, and hence media

and voters might pay less attention to her. Second, we also control for the time between

the announcement of the previous leader’s resignation and the appointment of the new

leader (Time In Between Leaders), with the expectation that as the period in between two

leaders gets longer, that would signal a divided party and may hurt the party’s electoral

performance. Figure 4 shows the results for all countries, European PR systems, and

Westminster systems. We see that there are no longer-term electoral effects of leadership

changes in any of the models.

Figure 4: The Electoral Effects of Leadership Changes and the Frequency of Leadership
Changes

Note: Figure shows coefficients and robust standard errors (with 90% confidence interval) of models testing
the effect of leader replacement on electoral performance for three different samples. Models are fully
specified but the additional coefficients are not presented for space-saving purposes.
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Figure 5 shows the conditional long-term electoral effects of the leadership change

variables for social democrats and other parties by interacting the two leadership changes

variables with the social democratic dummy variable. The results show that neither of

the frequency of leadership change variables have statistically different effects for social

democrats and other parties (i.e., the interaction variables are not statistically significant).

Figure 5: The Electoral Effects of Leadership Changes and the Frequency of Leadership
Changes Conditional on Party Family

Note: Figure shows coefficients and robust standard errors (with 90% confidence interval) of models testing
the effect of leader replacement on electoral performance for three different samples while focusing only on
social democratic parties. Models are fully specified, but the additional coefficients are not presented for
space-saving purposes.

To sum up the performance results, there are no long-term election effects of leader-

ship changes or frequency of leadership changes. This result is consistent with the exist-

ing work by Pedersen and Schumacher (2015) and Cozza and Somer-Topcu (2021), which

showed no electoral effects of leadership changes. Short-term polling effects exist, and

there are a few interesting conditional effects for social democratic parties (the frequency

of leadership changes appears to affect them more than other party families, for instance).

Still, the magnitudes of the effects are quite small. Therefore, we cannot confidently con-
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clude that leadership changes matter for party performance or that leadership changes

are especially consequential for the social democrats.

In additional models we also tested whether being in government or opposition has

any moderating effects on the relationship between leadership changes/frequency of

leadership changes and performance. One may argue that governing parties may get

punished for changing their leaders, given the leaders’ roles in government. Leadership

changes among opposition parties may, however, be seen as responsiveness to bad per-

formance.8

Table 4 presents the short-term polling effects. Column 1 shows the government in-

teraction effects for all parties, and Column 2 and 3 show the same results separately for

social democrats and other parties. The results from Column 1 show that government

status overall does not condition the effect of leadership changes on performance. How-

ever, the separate analyses for social democrats (Column 2) and others (Column 3) show

that leadership changes have different effects for different party families. The results from

Column 2 suggest that social democratic parties in opposition (when in government vari-

able=0) gain in the polls (about 1% on average for a leadership change), but this effect nul-

lifies and even becomes negative for governing social democratic parties (-1.6 interaction

effect). There are no such governing party conditioning effects for other party families.

These results suggest that social democratic parties should be careful not to replace their

leaders while in office, while there is no such scrutiny for other parties.9

8Building on the vast economic voting literature (see, e.g. Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000), one may

also argue that government status and economic performance together moderate the relationship between

leadership changes and party performance. Unfortunately, given our limited data, we cannot test such a

triple interaction hypothesis at this point, and leave this interesting question to the future.
9The election performance models do not produce statistically significant effects and hence not re-

ported.
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Table 4: Short-term polling effects

All Parties Social Democrats Other Parties
Government −0.08 −0.21 −0.07

(0.13) (0.24) (0.16)
Leader change 0.50∗ 1.04∗∗ −0.06

(0.28) (0.41) (0.37)
In betw. elect. changes −0.08 −0.31∗∗ 0.03

(0.09) (0.13) (0.10)
10-year cum. changes 0.06∗∗ 0.05 0.10∗∗

(0.03) (0.05) (0.05)
Government*Leader change −0.40 −1.62∗ 0.42

(0.65) (0.87) (0.82)
Government*In betw. elect. changes 0.17 0.23 0.29

(0.15) (0.17) (0.24)
Government*10-year cum. changes −0.08 −0.08 −0.07

(0.05) (0.06) (0.07)
∆Poll −0.34∗∗∗ −0.12∗ −0.39∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.07) (0.10)
∆Pollt−1 −0.10∗ −0.07∗∗ −0.11∗

(0.06) (0.03) (0.07)
∆Votet−1 −0.01 −0.00 −0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Member Vote −0.03 −0.13 0.04

(0.08) (0.10) (0.12)
Unanimous-Acclamation 0.01 0.08 0.01

(0.07) (0.14) (0.09)
(Intercept) −0.06 0.13 −0.18

(0.10) (0.21) (0.12)
R2 0.07 0.02 0.10
Adj. R2 0.07 0.01 0.10
Num. obs. 7485 2474 5011

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1.

Discussion and Conclusion

Do leaders of social democratic parties last shorter in office? How does their duration

in office and frequency of leadership changes affect their performance? Have these party
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leadership changes played any role in the decline of social democratic parties in advanced

democracies? This chapter empirically analyzed these questions using a novel dataset on

party leadership changes across ten advanced democracies. Our results show that there

are no party family differences and we do not find evidence of a social democratic excep-

tionalism. The German SPD notwithstanding, party leaders across party families have

stayed in office for similar periods; similar variables explain leader duration in office

across different party families; party leadership changes and the frequencies of leader-

ship changes do not have different effects on parties’ short-term polling performance or

longer-term electoral performance, except for changing a leader while in office being more

detrimental for social democrats than other parties.

Our results have important implications and contributions. First, our finding of no

social democratic exceptionalism suggests that party leadership changes or the frequency

of those changes are not the culprits for the social democratic decline. To understand the

social democratic decline, we should look into other factors than the turnover in party

leadership, as the many exemplary contributions to this edited volume suggest.

Second, our leader duration models show that many of the variables that have been

shown to affect leader duration in office continue to be important. However, for the first

time, we established that there are regional differences about which variables determine

a leaders’ time in office. While vote share changes and opinion poll performances matter

more in the European proportional representation systems, government loss is detrimen-

tal to party leaders’ continued tenure in Westminster/plurality systems.

Third, the results of the minimal effects of leader changes and the frequency of leader

changes on performance are similar to the small number of studies on the question (Ped-

ersen and Schumacher 2015; Cozza and Somer-Topcu 2021)s. As the growing literature

shows, leaders, their campaigns, personal characteristics, and traits affect people’s per-

ceptions and vote choice (Butler and Stoke 1974; LeDuc 2001; McAllister 2007; Aarts,

Blais and Schmitt 2013; Bittner 2011). Nevertheless, our results also question the presi-
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dentialization thesis to some extent (Poguntke and Webb 2005). According to the thesis,

party leaders across parliamentary systems have become more autonomous of their par-

ties and dominate politics (Webb, Poguntke and Kolodny 2012). One implication of this

argument is that we should see more consistent and considerable effects of leadership

changes on party performance across all our cases. Based on the null results, we propose

that information processing about political parties and reactions to party behavior are not

overwhelmed by party leaders and are likely affected by messages produced by various

party voices. Party leaders might become increasingly central and even extend their con-

trol over the organization like a “part-time autocrat” (as Kister (2018) described Sigmar

Gabriel’s grip over the SPD), but public perception and short- as well as the long-term

performance of political parties appears to depend on more than just the leader. We sug-

gest that the party’s public image, its representation in the media, and the voters’ minds

might be more complex than currently theorized.

Future research, therefore, should potentially move beyond the influence of party

leadership on party performance, possibly more toward the political composition of party

organizations and the changes in the numbers and compositions of party members and

activists who set the tone and shape the agenda inside parties. Given that most social

democratic parties have increasingly included party members and activists into party

decision-making, whether it is about leadership election, candidate selection, or decisions

on manifesto content (Cozza and Somer-Topcu 2021), one question that still needs to be

answered is whether party organizational inclusiveness has any consequences for social

democratic parties. We leave this interesting question to future research.

There are other interesting questions about party leadership changes and their con-

sequences we could not answer with our limited dataset and leave for future research.

First, party leadership changes may have different effects if they signal a programmatic

shift or continuity. Would social democrats benefit more from a leadership change or get

hurt if they combine leadership changes with programmatic changes? Second, we control
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for leadership election results and whether the outcome was unanimous or not. One may

argue, however, that the number of candidates or the level of competition for leadership

election may also matter for how leadership changes affect party performance. Finally, in-

creasingly more parties are adopting a shared leadership model with two or more leaders

with different potential target clienteles at the top of the party. One such example that ap-

pears to have resulted in an electoral boost for the party is the German Social Democratic

leadership structure since 2019. In the future, as these co-leadership structures become

more common, it would be interesting to explore how they affect party performance.

One other future direction may be shifting the focus away from actual polling or elec-

tion performance to the competence evaluations of political parties/leaders or trust in

political parties that have recently changed their leaders or have had frequent leadership

changes in the near past. What might matter to voters may not be whether a specific per-

son was recently appointed leader of a party, but whether a party’s cumulative frequency

of leader replacement over the entire period instills trust in a party’s competence and re-

liability of programmatic commitments or makes voters discount this. Given the lack of

cross-national survey data exploring trust in or competence evaluations of political par-

ties across our cases, we cannot address these interesting outcome variables but leave it

to other scholars to explore these dynamics.
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